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Abstrak
 

<i>Europe's attempts to be able to be more independent on security and defense areas have been started

since it tried to create EDC 1950's as the first security cooperation. Though EDC was never formally

conceived, Europe has continued its efforts to develop cooperations in security and defense areas. Fouchet

Plan, EPC, SEA and CFSP are several examples of its efforts attempted to be independent in these areas.

CFSP is one of Europe's greatest innovations in strengtening these efforts. Specific articles in Treaty of

Maastricht and Treaty of Amsterdam state that CFSP is the guidelines of mapping Europe's common

security policy that will lead to common defense. What is stated by the articles is ambiguous as Europe up to

now is still dependent on NATO/the US and will continously do so, in contrary Europe has EU/WEU which

has been determined as an organization that will implement EU's defense policies.

<br><br>

This thesis tries to find out which security organization Europe will later use as its main security instrument

and whether Europe actually aims at common defense or merely at common defense policy. This thesis

concludes that EU will combine the usage of EU/WEU and NATO. NATO will remain to be Europe's

military defense organization and EU/WEU will develop to be the organization that will ensure the security

of Europe. This is a fact of the attainment of common defense policy in regard that the formation of

European Army, as a form of common defense, is not viable. The establishment of a common defense

requires radical adaptations and changes, for instance, EU has to construct the Europe's Ministry of Defense,

European Minister of Defense and European Army. CFSP/ESDP will continue to develop and to determine

resolutions on Europe's security cooperations. As long as the three EU core states (England, Germany and

France) maintains diverse perpectives on common security and defense concepts, Europe will remain

dependent on those two organizations (EU/WEU and NATO).</i>
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